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When [ wrote this article ten years 
ago, many museums were beginning 
to articulate their mission in tenns 
of a dialogue with communities. In 
practice, however, that dialogue occurred 
;l1ostly in the context of education and 
public programs; exhibitions tended 
to maintain a detached, authoritative 

voice. As a significant site of (informal) learning, how can museum 
exhibitions also be dialogic? In th is article I explore the possibil ity of 
sell-reflexive museum exhibitions - approaches and techniques by 
which curators and designers can engage visitors in history but also 
in its making. Specifically, I describe one model exhibition, and offer 
suggestions for how the Australian War Memorial could engage visitors 
more actively in the process of making that site meaningful. 

Since it is now easy - and common - for museums to deploy 
technologies for co-creation, [ am surprised that this article remains so 
relevant. Is it t1,at exhibition curators and designel~ - those at the heart 
of mllsellm repre;entational practice - yet resist the dialogic tum? 

71!is article IVas originally published ill Australial/ ./oul'llol of Adult 
Leal'llillg VolulIle 42. Number 2 . ./uly 2002 

At this historical juncture, many museums articulate thei r cultural 
function in tenns of dialogue rather than instructiol\ and develop 
innovative educational programs to attract diverse communities of 
visitors. What is understated in recent museum theOl)' and practice is 
the fact that exhibi tions are a fundamental form of (infom1al) leaming 
in museums. In order to real ise their rhetoric about faci litating 
dialogue among communities, museums need to implement techniques 
for responsive or self-reflexive representation in their exhibition spaces. 
Models of best practice in this l~gard remain rar~, but the author here 
describes one exhibition that engaged her in a dialogue, ar1d offe" 
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suggestions for how the Australian War Memorial could engage visitors 
mOl~ actively in the process of inteq)]~ting the site and the collection. 

How can museums provide visitors with dialogic learning experiences? 
My interest is the possibility of dialogic exhibitions: museum spaces that 
involve visitors not only in the material and their meaning, but also 
in tllP procp.ss of making that meaning. In contemporary discourses 
of museums, adult education and cultural studies, many theorists and 
practitioners call for museums to transfonn their exhibition practice, 
to provide more empowering learning experiences, and to employ 
self-l~llexive techniques of repmsentat ion. In the follOWing pages I 
introduce the discourse that propels this quest for dialogic museum 
space, and describe one dialogic exhibi tion, befom tuming to reflect 
on the actual and possible exhibition practice of a major national 
museum. 

Traditionally, museums provided an authoritative service to 
communities of people. Their style of education was didactic and 
somewhat authoritarian. But at th is historical juncture, more and more 
museums articulate their public relationship in terms of belonging, 
and seek to learn with and from the comllluni ties they sen'e. Ivan 
Ka~)t defines museums '" "places for defi ning who people "'~ and 

Traditionally, museums provided an 
authoritative service to communities 
of p eople. Their style Of education was 
didactic and somewhat authoritarian. 
But at this historical juncture, morfl 
and more museums articulate their 

public relationship in terms of 
belonging, and seek to learn with and 

from the communities they serve 
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how Ihey should acl and ... places for challenging Ihose definilions" 
(Ka'll 1992a: 2). For George MacDonald? museum colleclions offer 
'·a sorl of ya rdslick Ihal people could use (if Ihey were laught the 
skills) 10 eva luale cultural mythologies'· (MacDonald 1992: 162). In 
the Australian context, Conal McCarthy understands museums ;l'i 

facil itat01~ of communilies (McCarthy 1990: 66). This burgeoning 
interest in com1l1Lmity relat ions, along with the prol iferation of 
cOlllmunity museums and cultural centres, constitutes a kind of an ti 
au thoritarian movement in museulll practice. What these quotes share 
is a sense that museu illS can engage people in a dialogue with other 
people about CUltUI~ and how it develops. 

In other \vords, th is new relationship between Illuseums and 
cOlll lllunities renders them an ideal site for transfonllative education 
practices. But for sllch transfonllations to OCCLl l~ new approaches to the 
theOl)! and practice of museum education are necessal)'. 

Museums offer adullS variOllS opportunities for non-formal learning. 
Apalt from exhibitions, guided tours, lectures, seminars and 
publications have been the traditional means by which museums 
seek to engage adult audiences in learning. At the turn of a new 
millenn iulll , however, museums are beginning to diversil), their 
adult learning opportunities, in recognition that engaging adults 
pal'ticularly those who would not nOl1nally attend lectures, and those 
who would not nonnally visi t museums - requires innovative and 
cn~ative programs. Museums now OCC:L~ iolla l ly invi te peop le behind the 
scenes, to view the storage spaces for the collection , offer workshops 
in conservatioll, or host perforn~ances by dancers, musicians, body 
pain ters and so on, to coincide with relevant exhibitions. Many large 
museums offer kib for group slUdy. These kilS lend to be dir~cted at, 
and used by, schoolleachers, bUlthey are also available to adult and 
commun ity groups. Museums are also conducting various outreach 
programs. The Australian Museum in Sydney develops exhibitions in 
conjunction with Aboriginal communities in New South Wales, to train 
people in conservation, and to extend the possib ilities of the material 's 
interpretation and display. These programs are especially significant in 
the sense that they can facilitate repatriation of secret, sacred or stoten 
items. 

In this movement to renew and develop the mLiseLim ~lS a space for 
learning, non-formal programs have been privileged over the informal 
learning that can occur during a visil to a museum exhibition, which 
many adullS prefer. Although exhibilions ar~ Ihe most b'~ic form of 
museum education, it is rare for museums to approach exhibition 
deve lopment from the perspective of education al theory and pract ice. 

One excellent collection of articles addressi ng Ihe issue of museum 
exh ibitions,~ a site for informal learn ing w,~ published in 1996 by 
the British Group for Education in ,\'Iuseums. Edited by Gail Durilin, 
Developing museum exhibitions/or li felong learning is a compilation 
of d07£!ls of short articles from over a decade of museum work and 
cri lique (Durbin 1996). In ·EducaIO" on exhibil teams: A new role, a 
new era', Lisa C. Ilobe rls notes Ihal it was as I~cently ,~ Ihe early 19805 
that educators began to be routinely invited to participate in exhibition 
development and Ihat the nOlion of 'exhibit teams' emerged (p. 10). 
lntrooucing the section on learning theOl)" Durbin acknowledges a 
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debt to Ame ri can research and to scholars outside the museum sector, 
argU ing that "despile the widespread acceptance by museum staff 
that education is a core function of museums and research is one of 
their fundamental respol1sibi lities, in practice the learning process is 
a low priority'· (p. 19). olaureen Matthew·s article on adult learne" 
advocates recognising adult visitors' prior learning as a rich l'eSQurce. 
When Matthew argues that museum exhibit developers need ·'methods 
to encourage a two-way slreet of learning" (p. 70), Ihe notion of 
dialogue emerges as a clear siralegic objective. A paper by Douglas 
Worts describes the use of 'Shal~ your I~action' cards posted throughoul 
an exhibition, which solicited much more personal and retlectivc 
commenlS than the traditional visitors' book at the point of exit (p. 
126). A general point, made in I~fe l'ence to Brilain but applicable in 
Australia ilS well , was that ·· responsive models of exhibition production 
are still velY rare" (p. 155). Indeed, Developing museum exhibitions!or 
lifelong leaming is a rare explomtion of the poss ib i li~' of responsive or 
dialogic exhibition practices.:; 

If infonmtllearn ing is neglected in museums· educational praxis, 
so too is adult education ill general. A recent publication by the 
UNESCO Instilute for Education il luminates Ihe cun~n t relal ionship 
benvecn museums and adult education (UN ESCO 1999) This booklet 
synthesises workshops held at the fiflh International Confmnce on 
Adult Education in Hamburg in 1997.4 Introducing the section ·Are 
museums in crisis?' it states that cultural education in general, and 
museums' role in cultural tearn ing in particular, are marginalised in 
adult education practice, and that conversely, museums "often perceive 
their public ,~ passive l~c i pienlS who need to be told how a collection 
has 10 be inte~lI~led " (UNESCO 1999: 5). Museums have not been 
closely involved with deveiopmen lS in adult education, although many 
museum educators '·see the need for acquain ting themselves with new 
teaching methods and believe Ihallhey have much to learn from adult 
education theory" (p. 5).5 Prominent museum studies teacher and 
prolific author Eilean HoopercGrecnhili has ackilOwledged the potential 
value for museums of the problem-posing educational strategies that 
emerged in adult education cilcles in the 1970S. She notes the failul~ 
of museums to take up these strategies, and criticises them in particular 
for continuing to regard education as a jurisdiction separate and 
suborcilnate 10 curation (Hoopcr-G reenhillI 994b: 138) 6 

The Illulual neglect by adult educators and museums of each other 
is disappointing given the extent to which museum critics and adult 
educalo" alike I~cognise the imporlance of dialogic representation. 
Paulo Freire's noti on of dialogue7 may not be well known in museum 
circles, but many museum critics agree that muscums should effect 
a dialogue among visitors, indeed wllole communities, about the 
material and its meaning. One dialogic technique museum critics call 
for museums to employ is reflexive representation. Rellexivc museum 

Reflexive museum exhibitions draw 
attention to their representational 

practice in such a way that visitors 
can recognise that the material is not 
just there; that it is staged, and how. 
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exhibitions draw attention to their representational practice in such 
a way that visitors can recognise that the material is not just there; 
that it is staged, and how. A I~nexive histOl)' exhibition, for example, 
would enable visitors to see tl,e process by which the display was put 
together at the same time as it invited them to be transported through 
the display into the mythic realms of the past. Bodies of literatul~ 
on museums and their cultural function are also replete with calls 
for museums to present material and its meaning as a problem 
for visitors to investigate, rather than a position for its producers to 
deliver. For example, some writers plead for museums to acknowledge 
the specificity of their displaysS so that witnesses can recognise that 
many interpretations are possible, and be more alert to the politics 
of interpretation. Others have called for museums to reveal their 
interpretive schematics: how they have acquired, selected, organised 
and placed objects9to manifest the ir metatext (Lumley 1988: 13) ; to 
draw aUention to the seams of their historical knowledge ('Iehen 1992: 
311); or to the institution's own history as an instrument of domination 
and exclusion (Merril"'Ul 1989: 162-3). Several writers argue that this 
reflexive imperative vv"Quld generate new possibilities for interpretation, 
promote criticality in visiting audiences, heighten consciousness and 
inspire a commitment to socially just regimes Gones 1992; Kar]l1992a 
and 1992b; MacDonald 1996; Silverstonel994; 'lehenI992). 

In a reflexive museum, it is pos-sible to investigate both the museum's 
vision of something and its capacity to see. Recent museulll theOiY 
here resonates with Freirean or dialogic education, whose very pU'lJOse 
is to enable a process of reflection on and action in the world, and to 
pose the object of study as a p'roblem to which teacher, and learners 
mutually apply themselves. In a Freirean class, the students would 
help construct their own learning program. In a Freirean museUlll, the 
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exhibitions would leave space far visitors ta produce their own 
meanings, and invite them to join in the process of exhibition making, 
whether on a conceptual or practical basis. 

Among the museum theorists, practitioners and critics J have identified, 
there is a strong commitment to community-building, to empowering 
fonns of education and to self-reflexive representation. Despite these 
calls - and due in part to the long histOlY of museums as institutions 
of public instruction - an ovef\vhelming majority of museums fail 
to identify the codes within which their presentations operate. Self
reflexivity is far from a standard modus aper:mdi of museums, :md 
remains a rare and courageolls contravention . 

One Dialogic Exhibition 
Many exhibitions offer extraordinary knowledge, and as a visitor, 
I occasionally manage to retain some of that knowledge (though 
often it later slips from my grasp) . But ver)' few exhibitions have 
prompted me to alter my understanding of myself and my culture. 
Such an experience is unforgettable, and this is the difference 
between an interesting exhibition and a dialogic one. I·Jere I describe 
an exhibition that engaged Ille in a dialogic learning experience, 
before turning to sh",~ part of my larger-scale and longer-term 
experience of learning through and about another museum site. 
'Captive lives: Looking for Tambo and his companions' tells a StOI)' 
from the late nineteenth century, although it begins long before then 
and continues to the present day. 10 In 1883 a group of Aboriginal 
people wer~ taken from their home in north Queensland on behalf 
of PJ Barnulll. In Barnum's word'i, they \vere collected as "curious 
aUractlons for the great Exhibition" 11 - 'Barnurn's Ethnological 
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Poster promoling the exhIbition Captive Lives; Looking/or 7fllllbo and 
His Companions 
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Congress' - a kind of freak-show circus that travelled across America 
and to Europe. By 1BB5, six of the group of nine \\'el~ dead. Tambo was 
the fi"t to die, of pneumonia, in Cleveland. His body was embalmed 
and displayed in Barnum 's museum and elsewhere in Cleveland \vell 
into the twentieth century. A centlllY ,Jter his death, his body showed 
up in a funeral home, and in 1993, Tambo's body was returned to his 
country and his descendants. 

The exhibition owes ill) existence to chance. At around the same time 
that Tambo's embalmed body turned up, curator Roslyn Poignant 
happened upon a photograph of an Australian Aboriginal in a velY 
old anthropology textbook. It was Tambo. She began researching and 
planning for the exhibition at this pOint. In this sense the exhibi tion is 
also Poignant's StOiY, of how she leamed the awful truth about Tambo 
and his peoples experience. 

"Capth'e lives" is structured to incolvorate both Indigenous and non
Indigenous perspectives, so il enables all visitors to engage with the 
material and bear witness to the stOt)'. The first section introduces 
Manbarra and Biyaygirri COLllltIY, its formation by the rainbow 
seq)ent, and so on. The next section is about the forcible removal of 
this group of people, and the conditions of their life on tour ,~ live 
exhibits. The StOIY of this group's experience is then situated in the 
context of the nineteenth-centulY process of image-making - mass 
production for the popular pl~SS - which "did much to imprint the 
racial and social s tel~otype of the 'savage'''. t2 The final section of the 
exhibition concems the rediscovel)' and return of Tambo's embalmed 
body. In late 1993. members of the Palm Island community, including 
two of Tambo's descendants, travelled to Cleveland to 1~lease his 
spi ri t and bring him home. In February 19')4, the community held a 
traditional burial and celebration for Tambo. The final displav include; 
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memorabilia fram the event of Tambo's return - a welcome home 
banner made by school children, exceq)ts from the order of cel~monie;, 
photographs and video footage. 

The exhibition is as much about the process of remembering (and 
forgetting) as it is about those Aboriginal people and their experience. 
The stOl)' was pieced together using Barnulll 's records, advel1isements 
for the tour, staged studio portrai L' of the Aboriginal people, and 
anthropologists observations. The exhibition w,~ developed in 
consultation with ivlanbarra and Biyaygirri people, but the material 
evidence in the exhibition is comprised mainly of white people's 
constructions of Aboriginal people as savage or primitive others. It is 
only with the passage of time - about 100 vea" - that it is possible for 
LIS to distance ourselves from that process of constructing Abori ginal 
people ~l<; savage. Now, we can read Barnulll's Ethnological Congress as 
obscuring the genuine experience of Indigenous people: we can situate 
this bleak stOty in the broader context of the frontier violence occurring 
at th at time; and we can attempt to Ll ilderstand what Talllbo and his 
cOlllpall ions' experience must have been like. 

I understand this exhibition as dialogic in the sense that it is not a 
neatly sewn-up pre;entation by an expert curator. It is clear that much 
of the sl011' is missing and will never be known; and it is clear that 
the involvement of Aboriginal people in the proce" of the exhibition's 
production is what grants it authenticity and legitimacy. The design 
of the exhibition also has a dialogic effect. It sets up a clever ironic 
play, recreating the atmosphel~ of Barnllm's spectacle by I~plicating 
his sensationalist s~' le. lent-like bann"", wooden crates bearing the 
names of numerous tour destinations, photographs of expectant faces 
of audience; and so on all invoke the ci rcus spi rit of the shOll, in 
which Tambo and companv perfonlled. To inhabit this space is to be 
situated, partially and temporarily, in the cuituralmilieu of the time. 
Furthermore, present-day vis itors can inhabit this milieu with a critical 
eye, consider the mechanisms cultivating the spectacle ,l'i such, and 
witness the experience from the point of view of the captive participant
objects'~ well '" that of the enraptured audience. In these wa~" the 
exhibition also draws attention to it'; genealogical association with 
the exhibi tions and fairs of the nineteenth century: as a visitor to the 
exhibition, how diffet~nt am I to a thrilled member of the audience of 
Barnum's Ethnological Congress? [t is an unsettling, even harrowing 
,,\Sociation. Thankfully, the t~solution to the stoty that is efll'Cted by 
Tambo's homecoming cl~ate; a sense of hope that other lost ones can 
find their ways home, and that reconciliation is possible. 

A Dialogue with the Australian 
War Memorial 
If a nluscum does not deliberate ly or immediately engage visitors ill a 
dialogue with the material and its representation, it is poss ible to enact 
dialogue under one"s own volition, by researching the museum and 
its signifying practices. What follows is a series of commentaries 0 11 

various aspects of the representational practice of the Australian 
War Memorial: its commemorative scope; il"! display of militalY 
hat,lware, the Roll of Honour; ' relics'; and the hegemonic Anglocentric 
paradigm within which the Memorial 11"" constructed. I! Each of the 
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following commentaries comprises a description of the Memorial's 
representational practice, and a suggestion as to the possibility of 
instituting a· more dialogiC practice. But first, an introduction to the 
site is in order. 

The Australian War Memorial in Canberra commemorates the sacrifice 
of Australians who have died in war, but its mission is articulated 
in broader tenns: to enable Australians to remember, interpret and 
understand the Australian experience of war and its impact on 
Australian society. Due to its status as the national war memorial, and 
to the mythic nationalist discourse that figures the experience of First 
World War soldiers ;:L~ particularly formative of the Australian nation, 
many Australians relate to this museum site as a medium for the 
nation itself. Promotional literature for the Memorial in fact 'LSserts 
that it houses "the spirit of the nation". Aimost a million people attend 
the site every year, and for many Australians it is an important, if not 
sacred, place. Clearly, the Memorial 'speaks to' many Australians, which 
suggests that its program has a popular as well as an official mandate 
to mediate national histOlY, identity and spirit. 

The Memorial is an intensely ambivalent place, largely because of its 
dual function. It is a kind of shrine at which visitors can pay homage 
to the dead. But it has also always been a museum, with an extensive 
collection of material produced for, at the scene of, as a result of and 
in response to the practice and experience of war. Visitors are expected 
to worship here, but they m~ also expected to learn; and herein lies 
a contradiction, at least in Freirean terms. AJ, a shrine, invested with 
spiritual Significance and shrouded in propriety, the Memorial does not 
open itself up to dialogic engagement and reflection. But as a museum 
that pu~lOrts to represent the nation, the Memorial is obliged to invite 
visitors to reflect on the practice and experience of war. There is a 
tension inherent in the Memorial's hmction to facilitate both mouming 
and learning, which it tends to smooth over, always privileging the 
former at the expense of the latter. But it need not shy from or tl\' 
to reconcile this fundamental tension. Indeed, my point is that tile 
Memorial should strive to maintain it, because without tenSion, the 
realities it represents - war and death - are meaningless, and because 
dialogue is essential to the learning process. 

i. Conunemorative Scope 
Originally, the Memorial was dedicated to commemorating the Fi"t 
World War alone. It w,~ decades later, in 1952, that legislation was 
p'LSsed that multiplied and thereby drastically altered the Memorial 's 
commemorative purpose. Responsible since its inception' t4 for 
commemorating a Single war that was almost unanimously understood 
as a horrific and pointless exercise, the 1952 Act burdened the Memori al 
with commemorating eve!), war in which Australia has part icipated, is 
participating, and wi ll participate, regardless of its purpose or character 
or outcome. These include evel)1hing from the colonial wars of late 
last century (which sel\'ed the purpose of displacing Indigenous 
people from lands valuable in the capitalist economy) to the high-tech 
'hypen~al ' Gulf War (which sel\'ed a similar purpose, of securing access 
to natural resources, and which required the sacrifice of velY few Allied 
lives), and beyond. The War on Terror will presumably be nexl. 
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The Memorial w,~ established to "teach the lesson of peace". But how 
can an institution that is required to commemorate wars that are vet 
to occur teach peace' With such an open-ended mission, the Mem~rial 
is precluded from even imagining an end to war, let alone fostering 
peace. Given the difficulty of its situation, a sensible approach for 
the Memorial to take would be to draw visitors' attention, subtly or 
otherwise, to this paradox. In the entrance to the Memorial galleries 
there is a quote printed in large type across the wall: "IIERE IS THEIR 
SPIRIT, IN THE HEART OF THE LAND THEY LOVED; AND HERE WE 
GUARD THE RECORD WHI CH THEY THEMSELVES MADE".t6 It alerts 
visito" to the fact that they are entering a space of reflection, and seLs 
an appropriately sombre tone. But in the context of the Memorial's 
fraught mission, it is a rather bland frame through which to view the 
galleries. There is no matching quote at the exit from the galleries 
nothing that signals to visitors that they are about to leave this space of 
reflection and re-enter the space of everyday life. An appropriate quote 
at this point would be the epitaph: 'I fought and died in the Great War 
to end all IVars. 1·lave I died in vain". 

Although the Memorial 's commemorative scope is far-reaching, it 
does not include every conflict involving Australians. The legislation 
that set<; out the Australian War Memorial's commemorative 
function is finely crafted. It states that the Memorial commemorates 
"Australians who have died in or as a result of active service, or as 
a result of warlike operations in which the Australian services have 
been involved".17 The first clause - "Australians who have died in 
or ,~ a result of active service" - specifies the general object of the 
Memorial's commemoration. The first half of the second clause - "or 
as a result of warlike operations" - opens the commcmorativc field out, 

ostensibly to include such people as merchant seamen, but potentially 
including people who have died in unofficial or undeclared wars, sllch 
as that between Indigenous and white Australians. But as soon as this 
possibility is opened, it is closed by the second half of this clause - "in 
which the Australian services have been involved". Since it was not 
'the Australian services' in the strictest sense that fought Indigenous 
peoples' resistance to British colonisation, this conflict is excluded 
from the field of the Memorial's commemoration. The letter of its legal 
mission clearly excludes frontier connict from the Memorial's field of 
vision. But in the celebrated spirit of the Memorial itself, its mission 
is surely less exclusive. It seems inappropriate that a museum called 
the Australian War Memorial commemorates the dead of every war in 
which Australians have been involved except that which played out 
here. It takes no great leap of imagination to envisage a memorial 
for the unofficially declared Australian War somelVher~ along Anzac 
Parade, where all the other mini-memorials are sited. Such a memorial 
could constitute a collective lamem about the many dimensions of the 
inter-racial war in Australia, including massacres, the lInprovenanced 
Indigenous Australian human remains still held in museum collections 
within and outside Australia; and the Stolen Generations. Marcia 
Langton and many other Indigenous and non-Indigenous obsen'ers 
have made similar suggestions. 
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ii. Tools of War 
As a visitor to the site, certain Rllpects of the Australian experience of 
war are apparent, and certain others are subdued or absem altogether. 
Approaching the building, and walking through the exhibitions, the 
large milital)1 objects - gUllS, planes, tanks and so on - are difficult 
to miss. Each one is labelled with its technical specifications and a 
brief story as to its significance in military histOll'. For example, on 
the approach to the building from the ca~lark at the rear, the path 
takes you past a huge gun barrel. This is the 45· ton, 41·foot barrel 
of the 28cm Alniens gun, a "GHEAT GUN" used by the Germans in 
1918 to shell Amiens from a distance of 15 miles, and captured by the 
Australian Imperial Forces CAlF) when ~I'enty·~vo Allied Divisions 
"BROKE THE GER,W\ FRaN'!" '. t8 Obviously, milital)' hardware 
comprises a Significant portion of the Memorial's collection. In addition 
to the aircraft hall and all the smaller militalY technology throughout 
the galleries, there is now Al,zac Hall, which opened in ZOOI with $12 
million from the Cente"'ll)' of Federation Fund. This 3500 sqUa1~ metre 
hall contains the restOlW I.ancaster bomber 'G for George', First World 
War artilielY, other aircraft and tanks, as well as the Japanese midget 
submarine caught in Sydney harbour. At another point in the galleries, 
you can walk into a small room that simulates the experience of being 
in an aircraft as it takes off, reaches its target, and drops a bomb. 

The Memorial is host to an endless proliferation of milital)' hardware. 
This much is inevitable. But its careful conservation, elegmlt display 
and precise description impede the Memorial's capacity to inspire 
visitors to adopt a critical perspective on war. /Is a corrective to the 
implication Olat the machiliClY of war is itself saClw, a single, large, 
disorderly assemblage of militmy hardwaJ~ could be left to weather and 
decay in the Memorial grounds. Alld inside the galleries, to accompany 
the detached lists of technical specifications of each weapon or tool, 
the Memorial could juxtapose a dissonant piece of text or an image 
or object. For example, next to a weapon used in the Vietnam War, the 
Memorial could display the following l~fel~nce , by a veteran of that 
war, to "the shameful hypel'exhilaration" that arises from "exercising 
the politically and morally sanctioned right to coldly aim at and kill 
another" .19 

iii. Roll of Honour 

Upstairs in the cloisters of the Commemorative Area, all along the side 
walls, is the Roll of Honour, containing the names of those who have 
died in milital)' selVice. It is comprised of hundreds of brass column 
panels from which protrude over 102,000 names. AboUl60,oOO of 
them identify people who di ed in the First World War. The names 
are organised according to the battalion in wll ich these people were 
fighting, but the list provides evidence of little else. A fami ly name 
and one or two initials are the only markers that distinguish one dead 
person from another. Militll)' ranks have been studiously omitted. 
Some characters have been visi ted and a red paper poppy 20 on a wil~ 
has been inserted next to their name, in the vertical groove bet\Vecn 
panels. 

During the Memorial 's construction, there was an intense debate over 
the Roll of Honoul~ and especially who to include on it. The idea that 
the Roll would exhibit the principle of absolute, perfect inclusivity · 
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incolvorating the names of all Australia's 'fallen' - created enormous 
difficulties, which the Memorial Board set up a sub·committee to 
addl~. Precisely who should belong to the cmegol)' of Australia's 
'fallen'? For instance, would a person who was Australian-born but had 
enlisted in l.ondon be included?21 What about those who had died after 
the war but as a direct result of War service 22 What about members of 
the Merchant Navy and civilians selVing wi th the Australian forces, such 
as Red Cross work"" war correspondents and photogr.lphers,,23 Despite 
insisting on strict limitations for these people, when it came to deciding 
the fate of those who had died "in dishonourable circumstances" . of 
self~inllicted wounds or after a breach in discipline· the Board \"'~ 
more generous. Of the 60,500 people on the First World War section 
of the Holl , 94 died of suicide or self~ innicted wounds; 10 died while 
selving sentences for desertion; six were absent without leave at the time 
of their death; eight died while attempting to escape legal custody; and 
one committed suicide after murdering his wife. 24 Inaccurate record
keeping compounded the Roll of Honour project's difficulties. In 1969, 
the Board leamed that the Roll of Honour oontained 1,744 enrors. Of 
these, 1,279 related to incorrect unit listings. EveI)' Single one of the 87 
Alllly panels needed co]']~ction; the names of seven officers, one soldier 
and 158 'native soldiers' had been omitted; and three names should be 
removed.25 

Imagine if the Roll of Honour was introduced by a panel that indicated 
the magnitude and compleXity of compiling a complete list of the 
'fallen'. Such a panel could state the Memorial's intention, and 
acknowledge the decades~long slruggle to decide who to include and 
where to draw Ole line. It could also acknowledge the variety of causes 
of death: killed in action; died as a result of iJljuri~ sustained in 
action; died from disease; committed suicide; died from self·inil icted 
wounds; was shot during the attempt to escape legal custody; and so 
on. This panel could acknowledge Olat mistakes have been made, that 
some names were omitted, and that the correclions are listed on the 
Supplementary Roll , and it could end with the hope that the list will 
cease to grow. Contrary to the idea that admission of this information 
would detract from the Memorial 's or the nation 's coveted spi rit, I 
believe it would render the effort and its spirit more profound. 

iv. Relics 
One Significant part of the Memorial's collection that will never be 
seen on display is the collection of 150 bottles containing body parts 
of Austmliall soldiers killed in the First World War. Doctors working at 

casualty clearing stations on the Western From collected the specimens 
for scientific study. They are internal and external organs that illustrate 
the effects of mustard gas, trench foot and bullet and shrapnel 
IVounds26 Curremly, the specimens are on loan to Ole UnivCl~ i ty of 
New Soulh Wales School of FOl~ns ic Medicine. According to the head of 
the National Collection at the Memorial, these items will never be 011 

public display. It is not sUlvrising that the Memoriall~fuses to display 
these spec imens. They ar~ an extl~me example of precisely what i:>' 
absent from this museum space, of precisely what the Memorial seeks 
to avoid invoking: the trauma of war. The Memorial is a sombre place 
(although often also thrilling, in that it lwels in technological prowess 
and militalY might) but its repl~ntations al~ never appalling. As if to 
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present horrifying material wou ld dishonour the dead, or offend their 
living relatives and descendants. The refusal to display the medical 
specimens is more curiolls in light of Charles Bean's fervent desi re 
that items in the Memorial's coll ection be understood as war 'rel ics'. 
Strongly objecting to the term 'trophies' , he wanted his museum to 
contain 'the atmosphere, the spirit and the relics of the All' 27 In a 
letter to long-serving Di rector Major John Treloar. he wrote that his 
relics had "as much history and sanctity attaching to them ,~ to the 
bones of Captain Cook" (McKernan 199 J: 88) . The reference to Cook's 
bones recalls the most potent of meanings of the term ',~lic': the 
Catholic sense of a re lic as patt of the body of a saint. venerated as holy. 
To my mind, the Memorial 's attempt to contain the emotional impact 
of material such as these body parts is worse than fu ti le. By refusing to 
acknowledge their existence. it denies Australians access to relics of the 
most potent. evocative and sacred kind. I am more disturbed by the fact 
of their removal to a School of Forensic Medicine than I wou ld be by 
thei r interment next to the 1bmb of the Unknown Soldier. or even by 
their display in a discreet. dimly lit recess in a corner of the cloisters. 
Either way, they wou ld selve as a vivid reminder to living Australians of 
the harsh reality of war. 

v. White Australia 

In the Commemorative Area of the Memorial. ,~ one walks through the 
courtyard past the pool of renection. along the walls on both sides there 
are the names of battlefields that are important in Australian history. 
Below each name is a SCUlpted stone face of Australian native fauna. 
For instance. below 'GallipoW there is an eagle. Further along is a 
frilled-neck lizard. But the "~t ~vo stone heads in each row are human: 
the heads of Aboriginal men. 

Of all the heads along this wall. these last hvo are the least prominent: 
they are almost obscured by the garden beds at the edge of the stairs up 
to the Hall of MemOly. Whether by accident or design, it is unlikely that 
''''my visitors would notice them. It is almost possible to interpret this 
sculptural series in benign terms. as a kil,ch array of 'Australiana·. But 
given the visual association wilh both gargoyles and hunting trophies. 
that Indigenous peeple are here li kened to animals. and that museums 
have historically collected and displayed Indigenous people's bodies. 
skins. skulls and skeletons, in the early hventy-first century this stone 
assembly is disturbing28 

So what is the Memorial to do' Removing the last head from each 
row is no solution (although I imagine this would be the Memorial's 
preferred course of action. if it could do so without dnJwing further 
attention to the heads). There is clearly no easy solution, but consulting 
wilh Indigenous people and organisations would be an appropriate 
first step. In fact, such an approach would be an opportunity for the 
Memorial to begin to atone for the many ways in which the Australian 
Defence Forces, Australian govemments and the Memorial itself have 
sought to exclude Indigenous people from the Australian nation. The 
most obvious problem. as noted. is tilat the Memorial excludes frontier 
violence - the Australian War - from its commemorative field. But apart 
from a Si ngle temporary exhibition, '100 dark for the light horse '. the 
Memorial also fails to acknowledge the poor treatment that Indigenous 
people have received "s prospective. actual and ex-members of the 
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defence forces. For example. there was a long-standi ng prohibition on 
en listing Indigenous people. and those who did sen'e often received 
far lower rates of pay. After the First World War, Indigenous people lost 
mOl~ land to the soldier settler scheme for which some Indigenous 
returned servicemen were deemed ineligible. As noted, the names of 
158 'native soldiers' we,~ omitted from the Roll of Honour. And it was 
only because a Canberra woman took it upon hEl",l f to raise funds 
that a small plaque commemorating Aboriginal service personnel was 
mounted. not in the Memorial grounds, but on a rock on the foothills 
of Mount Ainslie, up behind the Memorial. 

In general terms, we can understand the Memoria! as a monument 
to belonging. In nationalist discourse. it was through the blood shed 
at Gall ipoli that the Australian nation was bom. The sculptor who 
can'ed the stone heads in the Memorial 's courtyard was presumably 
intending to situate the Memorial. fondly. in its geographical and 
historical context. Now that white Australians have discovered a sense 
of belonging to this country. and affirmed Indigenous people's equali~' 

with us, it would be prudent for us to acknowledge this change of 
heart. and that Indigenous peeple area source of inspiration for the 
celebrated 'Austr;,lian spi rit'. Exactly how the Memorial performs this 
acknowledgement is - or at least should be - open to debate. 

Since the early 1990s. the notion that museums' role in society is to 
facilitate a dialogue with communities about the meaning of their 
collecti ons 1m gained cu]']~ncy. In this watershed moment in their 
history, museullls have an opportunity to transf01111 their educational 
practice in line with this historical shift. from one of uncritical 
didacticism to one of genuine dialogue. To that end. non-forn"t1 
educational programs for visitors have proliferated among museums. 
But few museums have managed to overhaul their representational 
practice. to develop exhibitions that offer opportunities for informal 
dialogic learning. As part of their transfonnation. it is crucial that 
museums present exhibitions that arc transparent or self-refleX ive, ;md 
that thereby enable visitors to see the questions and tensions ariSing 
from the material , raUler than the answers alone. As I have sought to 
demonstrate in this paper. the possibility of dialogic museum space is as 
beundless and rich ,~ the communities to which museums belong. 

Footnotes 
1 Karp is one of the editors of two collections on museums. published in 
199 1and 1992. that emerged from Smithsonian Institution conferences 
on the poli tiCS of exhibition and the shifting relationship between 
museums and communities. 

2 McDonald was Director of the Canadian Museum of Civilization 
before his appointments as CEO of the Museum of Victoria in 
Melbourne and Director of the new Melbourne Museum. 

3 Another British book. published by the National Organisation for 
Adult Leaming. explores the potential for collaboration be~veen adult 
educators and museum staff, and incorporates examples of good 
practice (Chadwick & Stannett 1995)· 
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4 The booklet, titled 'Museums, libraries and cultural herilage: 
Democratising culture, c l~ating knowledge and building bridges', is 
avail able :lI a PDF fil e from the UNESCO lVebsile. 

5 This booklet also introduces some recent museum initiatives that 
work to foster the relationship behl'een museums and adult education. 
For example, Cristobal Rochas, a Venezuelan museum of visual arts, 
visits the public rather than vice vel';l, going to schools, offices, the 
streets and local prisons. 

6 Many reports and other analyses have recommended that museum 
educato" be more involved in the planning and production of displays, 
but few museums have heeded this call (HoopelcGreenhiIl1994a: 242). 

7 In his seminal book, Pedagogy of the oppressed, Freil~ critiques the 
'banking model' of education (as something that is deposited into 
students) (1970: 58) in favour of a dialogic, problem-posing model in 
which students and teachers are co-intent on learning. 

8 See, for instance: Gerald 1990: 18: Home 1986: 7; Way 1993: 110. 

9 See, for instance: Bennett 1988: 83: Janes 1992. 

to This exhibition was open at the National Library of Australia from 3 
November 1997 until 18 March 1998. From thel~, it travelled around 
Australia to other Illuseums. 

t I A letter in which PJ. Barnum wrote this description, on 27 October 
1882, is reproduced in the exhibition. 

12 This quote comes from a mailout advertising the exhibition. 

t3 Th is section of tile paper d;aws on research I undertook for my 
doctorate. 

14 Although collecting began during the Fi"t World War, the Act Ihat 
brought the Memorial into being was passed in 1925 

t; In 1928, when plans for the site and design of the Memorial were 
discussed in Australian newspa~rs) an article in the Christi an Science 
Moni tor used the headline 'Australia's War Memorial to Teach the 
Lesson of Peace'. That the Memorial would foster peace W'lI important 
to its visionary, Charles Bean. 

t6 It is attributed to Charles Bean, who is named as an official historian 
of the Fi"t World War (but not. somewhat curiously, as the Memorial's 
visionary and fj"t Director). 

t7 The Australian War Memorial Act, 1980. 

t8 The inte~)retive panel for the runiens gun was replaced during 
recent developments at the Memorial. The new panel uses a different 
description to the one quoted here, and the measurements are now 
melric. 

19 Tony O'Brien, letter to the editor, Australian Magazine, 19-20 
FebrlllllY 2000. 

20 A visitor brochure infonllS me that the poppies can be purchased 
from the Memorial shop. 

2t McKernan notes that ' [i] n deciding to exclude the service of such 
individuals the Board cl~ated a difficulty for the 1939-45 Roll because 
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many Australian airmen, in particular, had sen'ed with British force; 
and would therefOl~ be excluded if the same rule applied' (McKeman 
1991229) 

22 The designated cut-off pOi nt for deaths attributed to the Fi"t World 
War was the date of the fj"t AIF's disbandment, 1 April 1921. For the 
Second World War, it was 30 June 194]. 

23 The Board 'eventually agreed that those serving in other forces and 
merchant seamen would only be included on a supplement",y roll , to 
be produced possibly in book form' (McKernan, 1991 229). In fact, in 
1998 the merchant seamen were granted their own memorial when the 
Merchant NalY Roll of Honour Memorial was unveiled. 

24 The Board drew the line, howev.,; by deleting from the honour list a 
man 'shot while deserting to the enemy after having thrown away his 
anns and equipment' (McKeman 1991: 230). 

2; The solu tion found was to establish a Supplementary Roll on a 
computer database. Ironically, the same problem beset the Memorial 
in relation to its Vietnam War memorial, into which was entombed 
a stainless steel scroll with 'all' the names of those who died serving 
in that war. Donald Murray Clark wa,> last on the list of names faxed 
to the Australian \fJetnam Forces Memorial Committee and his name 
did not transmit. In this case, the Committee apologised to the man's 
family and announced that $21,000 would be spent to slice through the 
granite to replace the scroll. Tina Diaz, 'Soldier missing on the scrolls', 
Sydney Morning Herald, 12 November 1992 p. 2. 

26 Catherine Annitage, 'Organ collection poses problem for museum', 
Sydney Morning Her:lld, 22 August 1992, p. 2. 

27 Charles Bean, as quoted in the Parliamentary Standing Committee 
on Public Works in 1928, in the Minutes of Evidence, p. 8, in AWM 38 
3DR L 6673, item number 641. 

28 In its early life, when the Memorial was still known as the Australian 
War Museum, the idea of interring the remains of a soldier in a 
museum caused great controve"y, which delayed the establishment of 
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier until 1993. 
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